Phase 5a
In Phase 5 most of the sounds that are introduced have already been taught in Phase 3 but are presented with alternative spellings. It
is important to encourage children to spot the similarities and differences between the graphemes so that they are linking prior
knowledge to fortify new learning, and have more strategies for remembering the sounds.
Note: sounds ‘ie’, ‘ue’, ‘ew’ and ‘u-e’ have alternative pronunciations as shown below. Both pronunciations are taught simultaneously
as neither one is more commonly used.

Phase 5a
ay

ou

ie

ea

oy

ir

ue

aw

wh

ph

play

mouth

pie/
field

neat

boy

bird

argue/
glue

hawk

when

phonics

ew
few/
flew

oe

au

ey

i-e

o-e

a-e

e-e

foe

haunt

donkey

bike

home

cake

eve

u-e
mute/
Luke

When teaching Phase 5 it is also important to make the children aware of how many graphemes are just alternative ways of spelling
sounds that they have already learnt! This helps children to feel less overwhelmed with the amount of sounds that need to be learned.
See below for the groups.

ai
ay
a-e

ee
ie
ea
ey
e-e

igh
ie
i-e

oa
ow
oe
o-e

ue
ew
u-e
Tricky words
oh
Mrs
people
their
called
Mr
looked
asked
could

or
aw
au

oi
oy

ow
ou

Guidance Notes
About the programme:
Every lesson in this programme is structured in the same way – revisit, teach, practice, apply. This means
the children know how the lesson will go each day and are prepared for each part of their learning. Having
this lesson routine helps the children focus directly on the learning. On the next page is a table which
shows a skeleton plan of the lesson which the teacher follows daily. All that changes is the sound and
therefore the words and sentences for children to read and write. The first three lessons include the
guidance notes for the teacher and are then removed from the planning to keep it simple! The tricky
words are embedded throughout the planning and are to be taught in context not separately. The
ActivInspire flipchart is not necessary but provides a bit of a simple structure. All the children need is a
whiteboard and a pen/book and a pencil!
Beginning the programme
On starting this Phase the children should have been exposed to all the Phase 2, 3 and 5 sounds. They
would also have learnt about how to hear ‘hidden’ sounds in consonant clusters through the Phase 4
planning. They would have been taught all the tricky Phase 2, 3, 4 and 5 words.
Delivery
Delivery is key when teaching any subject but this programme in particular requires a very good pace.
Teaching needs to be to the point and teachers must be keeping time efficiently as the lessons should not
go over half an hour. Try not to dwell on any aspect of the programme for too long. Therefore, if you feel
the pace is dropping you do not need to ask the children to read all of the words or all of the secret
sentences, just as many as you feel is right for the mood of the children at the time. If children are or have
written some of the words in the sentence incorrectly in the application section at the end, so long as they
are not key sounds or words, do not spend too long correcting them. What matters is that they are
phonetically plausible. The flashcards in the revisit section at the beginning should be quick – if teachers
are finding that some of the sounds such as ‘j’ or ‘w’ for example are well embedded they do not need to
show these at the beginning – this will help to reduce time.
One of the benefits to this programme is that it teaches children the transcriptional elements of reading
and writing (segmenting, blending, reading, comprehending, writing). It is important to be very explicit in
teaching these skills, particularly in the first few lessons. Every time the children read words on the board
the teacher must draw the dots and dashes underneath each sound so children are explicitly seeing how
sounds make up words. Before children write a word they should sound it out first using their fingers.
Assessment
It is worth carrying out mock phonics checks throughout the school year to monitor and measure progress
(there are downloadable past phonics checks in the free resources section of the website).This way any
gaps in knowledge can be identified and targeted and progress can be tracked. It is also great to do a
baseline check so you can see the excellent progress children have made since the start of the academic
year. When assessing after each Phase has been taught, remember that most of the children will only
know how to read the words containing the sounds they have learnt. So as not to lower children’s
confidence – during the check it is best ask children to only read the words containing the sounds they
know. It is also important to keep it informal and make it ‘fun’ for the children so as not to make them
anxious. They should also not be made aware that this is an ‘assessment’ but just some 1 to 1 reading with
the teacher.

Lern Fonix script
Sound

__

Revisit
‘What did
we learn
yesterday?’
(__)
Quick
flashcards
of all Phase
3 sounds
with the
vocal
actions
learned.

Teach
Introduce new sound (__)
Vocal action
Vocal: _______________
Action:_______________

Practice

Apply

Read
Read
‘Now it’s time for you to read a ‘Now it’s time for the secret
word!’
sentence!’
Write words on board and chn
to read – red star next to
‘challenge’ words.
____, ____, ____, ____, ____,
____
Can you spot the alien word?

Write
‘Now it’s time for you to write
a word!’
Chn to write following words
on their whiteboard:
____, ____, ____

Secret sentence: reveal the
sentence on board: chn to
put thumbs up or down for
true or false.
_______________________
_______________________
______________________

Write
‘Now it’s time for you to
write a sentence!’
Chn to write a dictated
sentence: chn who finish
quickly to add in a
conjunction or adjective to
make sentence longer.
_______________________
‘What did we learn today?’

Teaching Guide

Revisit:
“What did we learn yesterday?”
- Show full set of flashcards including Vocal Actions.
- Take time to discuss misconceptions.

Teach:
- Introduce new sound
- Teach Vocal Action.
- Class discussion about sound for Deeper Understanding

Practice:
Read:
“Now

it’s time to read a word!”

- Remind children to ‘sound it out!’
- In partners, children to ‘whisper read’ words written on teachers whiteboard by sounding out.
- One/two challenge words indicated with a star.
- Children to spot the alien word.
- Teacher to observe and assess.
- Teacher to ask for volunteers to read words when all children have finished reading, the volunteer must
sound out the word.
- Teacher to mark ‘dots and dashes’ under the sounds as the child is sounding out.

Write:
“Now it’s time for you to write a word!”
- “Show me the power!” – Children to bend arm and make a fist.
- Teacher to say a word for children to write on whiteboards.
- Teacher and children to sound out word by putting up a finger per sound from their fist!
- Children to write the word on whiteboards.
- Teacher to observe and assess.

- “Show me your boards!”
- As a class discuss misconceptions

Apply:
Read:
“Now it’s time for the secret sentence!”
- Teacher to reveal a previously written sentence on the board.
- Remind children to ‘sound it out!’ using their ‘pointy fingers’.
- Children to ‘whisper read’ sentence.
- Thumbs up or down to indicate if the sentence is true or false.
- Teacher to observe and assess.
- Teacher to ask for volunteer to read the sentence.
- Child must sound out each word.
- Teacher to mark ‘dots and dashes’ under each word.

Write:
“Now it’s time for you to write a sentence!”
- Teacher to say a sentence for children to write – it’s nice to provide a background for example if the
sentence is ‘I chose to buy a rose’; the teacher could say something like “One day I was in a flower shop I
had no idea which flower to buy! Then I saw a beautiful rose. I chose to buy a rose.
- Teacher and children to tap sentence into their heads three times.
- Children to begin writing sentence – Teacher can give the children the first word to start them off.
- Teacher to observe and assess.
- Teacher to continually remind children to read sentence through as they are writing.
- Children who finish quickly extend sentence with a conjunction or descriptive vocabulary.
- Children to show their boards.
- Teacher to address misconceptions, if there is time teacher could write the sentence on the board and
children can mark their own or their friend’s sentence.

“What did we learn today?!”

Guide to terminology and ‘dots and dashes’:
Using ‘dots and dashes’ or ‘sausages and beans’, is a great way for children to visually distinguish
and break up sounds in words. This makes reading and spelling easier (decoding and encoding) and
words to be read or spelt are not as intimidating when segmented. Below is a guide on using ‘dots
and dashes’ correctly.

cat

Here each sound (phoneme) is represented by a single letter. A dot is used to
represent a single letter that makes its ‘pure’ sound.

rain

A dash is used underneath the letters ‘ai’. This is because ‘ai’ is a digraph – a single
sound made up of two letters. You can hear neither /a/ nor /i/ a separate sounds.
They have merged to form a new sound.

night
tent
strut
Mike
skater

The dash in this word shows a trigraph – three letters that make up a single sound.
When two consonants are next to each other they can be called a consonant cluster
or adjacent consonants. However they remain as separate sounds. This is because
their ‘pure’ sounds do not change to form a new sound. Consonant clusters are not
digraphs.
The letters ‘str’ are another example of a consonant cluster but again they are single
sounds. No new sounds are made with these letters.
This is an example of a split digraph. This is when a digraph (in this case ‘ie’) is split up
by a consonant but still makes the same sound it would make when together. The
dash curves underneath the consonant then it is dotted at the end. The /k/ is the last
sound you hear in this word.
Again we see another split digraph (‘ae’) shown with a curve. However the letter ‘e’ is
also making up the sound /er/ which requires a dash as it is written as a digraph.
When sounding out this word using ‘dots and dashes’, the letter ‘t’ is the last letter to
be dotted.

Vocal action directory:
Vocal:

/Ay/… at the end of a word.

Action:

Left hand to move across to the left to show
the sound comes at the end.

ay

Vocal:
Action:

ou

Vocal:
Action:

ie

Vocal:

ea

Action:

DU: (vocal action to be taught after the
children have completed the reading word
practice section)
Sound detectives! Can you spot the rule for
when we use /ai/ and when we use /ay/?

A mouse in the house; a mouse in the house I said a
mouse in the house!
BSL sign for mouse (index finger bend and
twist at right side of nose), BSL sign for house
(both hands make a roof shape).
DU: Sound detectives! Can you spot when
we use /ou/ and when we use /ow/?
Fascinating fact: ou is never used at the end
of a word except for the word ‘thou’!

‘i’ or ‘e’ (clap clap clap) /ie/ or /ee/ (clap clap clap).
BSL signs for ‘i’ and ‘e’ (right hand index
finger to left middle finger and right hand
index finger to left hand index finger). For
‘/ie/’ or ‘/ee/’ have two hands out to show
comparison.
DU: Sound detectives! Can you find the rule
for when we use /ie/ and when we use
/igh/? (/igh/ is only ever followed by a ‘t’ or
nothing at all!).

/Ea/. Eat your treat. Yum yum yum!
Hand to mouth to show an eating action. Rub
tummy for ‘yum yum yum’.
DU: There is nothing particularly interesting
about this sound! Only that just like /ee/ - it
begins with an ‘e’ and the sound is /ee/!

Vocal:
Action:

oy

Vocal:

ir

Action:

Vocal:
Action:

ue

/Oy/… at the end of a word.
Left hand to move across to the left to show
the sound comes at the end.
DU: (vocal action to be taught after the
children have completed the reading word
practice section)
Sound detectives! Can you spot the rule for
when we use /oi/ and when we use /oy/?
Does it remind you of another sound?

(same as for /ur/ and /er/) - /irrrr/… IT IS /IR/!
Finger on head to simulate thinking for
‘irrrrr’ then hands out in realisation!
DU: We have come to the last of what I call
‘the three little /irs/!’

/Uuueee/ (as in cue) or /uuueee/ (as in glue).
One hand to flap by nose as if smelling a bad
smell for the first /ue/. First finger and
thumb to make an ‘o’ shape and move
forward in front of mouth forward for
second /ue/.
DU: What is one way we can remember rthis
sound? Because the letter ‘u’ is first and the
sound is /ue/! It’s another smelly sound like
/ure/…

Vocal:
Action:

aw

Seesaw /aw/ /aw/ seesaw /aw/ /aw/.
Arms to simulate a seesaw going up and
down.
DU: This sound is trying to trick you to make
you think it is /ow/!

Vocal:
Action:

wh

What? Why? Who? When? (repeat)
BSL signs for words: What – index finger
wagging, why – right arm across chest and
index finger against left shoulder, who –
index finger pointing up and making a
circular motion, right hand drum fingers on
right cheek.
DU: One day ‘w’ was feeling lonely so ’h’
came along to keep him company. But ‘h’
liked the letter ‘w’ so much he never left!

Vocal:

ph

Action:

One hand out to show stop!
DU: Any word tht has the /ph/ sound comes
from a long long time ago in Ancient Greece!

Vocal:
Action:

ew

/ph/ - hold the phone!

(Same as /ue/) /Uuueee/ (as in cue) or /uuueee/ (as in
glue).
One hand to flap by nose as if smelling a bad
smell for the first /ue/. First finger and
thumb to make an ‘o’ shape and move
forward in front of mouth forward for
second /ue/.

DU: Refer back to other spelling (ue) and
compare. Which way is easier? Why? Which
way do you prefer? Discuss how the letter ‘u’
is replaced with a ‘w’. Discuss how
interesting it is that a ‘w’ is literally a ‘double
u!’

Vocal:
Action:

oe

/Oe/ - tickly toes!
Hands out straight in front and make a
tickling action!
DU: This sound generally always comes at
the end of a word whereas /oa/ is almost
always in the middle.

Vocal:
Action:

I taught you ‘au’ you ought to know it!
Point rudely at each other!
DU: Listen to the names of the letters ‘a’ and
‘w’ that appear in both /aw/ and /au/
spellings – what can you hear in their
names? (u and double u) – like /ou/ and
/ow/.

au

Vocal: ‘/eyyy/… at the end of a word.’
Action: Move hand from one side to another
to represent the end of a word.

Vocal:
Action:

ey

I taught you ‘au’ you ought to know it!
Left hand to move across to the left to show
the sound comes at the end.
DU: (vocal action to be taught after the
children have completed the reading word
practice section)
Sound detectives! Can you spot the rule for
when we use /ee/ and when we use /ey/?
Does it remind you of another sound?

Vocal:

i-e

Action:

/ie/ n- split digraph
Both hands coming together to indicate the
two letters holding hands.

See Appendix for story.

o-e

Vocal:

/oe/ n- split digraph

Action:

Both hands coming together to indicate the
two letters holding hands.

Vocal:

a-e

Action:

See Appendix for story.
/ie/ n- split digraph
Both hands coming together to indicate the
two letters holding hands.

See Appendix for story.
Vocal:

e-e

Action:

/ie/ n- split digraph
Both hands coming together to indicate the
two letters holding hands.

See Appendix for story.
Vocal:

u-e

Action:

/ie/ n- split digraph
Both hands coming together to indicate the
two letters holding hands.

See Appendix for story.

Guidance Notes
About the programme:
Every lesson in this programme is structured in the same way – revisit, teach, practice, apply. This means
the children know how the lesson will go each day and are prepared for each part of their learning. Having
this lesson routine helps the children focus directly on the learning. On the next page is a table which
shows a skeleton plan of the lesson which the teacher follows daily. All that changes is the sound and
therefore the words and sentences for children to read and write. The first three lessons include the
guidance notes for the teacher and are then removed from the planning to keep it simple! The tricky
words are embedded throughout the planning and are to be taught in context not separately. The
ActivInspire flipchart is not necessary but provides a bit of a simple structure. All the children need is a
whiteboard and a pen/book and a pencil!
Beginning the programme
On starting this Phase the children should have been exposed to all the Phase 2 and 3 sounds. They would
also have learnt about how to hear ‘hidden’ sounds in consonant clusters through the Phase 4 planning.
They would have been taught all the tricky Phase 2 and 3 words and most of the Phase 4 tricky words.
Delivery
Delivery is key when teaching any subject but this programme in particular requires a very good pace.
Teaching needs to be to the point and teachers must be keeping time efficiently as the lessons should not
go over half an hour. Try not to dwell on any aspect of the programme for too long. Therefore, if you feel
the pace is dropping you do not need to ask the children to read all of the words or all of the secret
sentences, just as many as you feel is right for the mood of the children at the time. If children are or have
written some of the words in the sentence incorrectly in the application section at the end, so long as they
are not key sounds or words, do not spend too long correcting them. What matters is that they are
phonetically plausible. The flashcards in the revisit section at the beginning should be quick – if teachers
are finding that some of the sounds such as ‘j’ or ‘w’ for example are well embedded they do not need to
show these at the beginning – this will help to reduce time.
One of the benefits to this programme is that it teaches children the transcriptional elements of reading
and writing (segmenting, blending, reading, comprehending, writing). It is important to be very explicit in
teaching these skills, particularly in the first few lessons. Every time the children read words on the board
the teacher must draw the dots and dashes underneath each sound so children are explicitly seeing how
sounds make up words. Before children write a word they should sound it out first using their fingers.
Assessment
It is worth carrying out mock phonics checks throughout the school year to monitor and measure progress
(there are downloadable past phonics checks in the free resources section of the website).This way any
gaps in knowledge can be identified and targeted and progress can be tracked. It is also great to do a
baseline check so you can see the excellent progress children have made since the start of the academic
year. When assessing after each Phase has been taught, remember that most of the children will only
know how to read the words containing the sounds they have learnt. So as not to lower children’s
confidence – during the check it is best ask children to only read the words containing the sounds they
know. It is also important to keep it informal and make it ‘fun’ for the children so as not to make them
anxious. They should also not be made aware that this is an ‘assessment’ but just some 1 to 1 reading with
the teacher.

Teaching Guide

Revisit:
“What did we learn yesterday?”
- Show full set of flashcards including Vocal Actions.
- Take time to discuss misconceptions.

Teach:
- Introduce new sound
- Teach Vocal Action.
- Class discussion about sound for Deeper Understanding

Practice:
Read:
“Now

it’s time to read a word!”

- Remind children to ‘sound it out!’
- In partners, children to ‘whisper read’ words written on teachers whiteboard by sounding out.
- One/two challenge words indicated with a star.
- Children to spot the alien word.
- Teacher to observe and assess.
- Teacher to ask for volunteers to read words when all children have finished reading, the volunteer must
sound out the word.
- Teacher to mark ‘dots and dashes’ under the sounds as the child is sounding out.

Write:
“Now it’s time for you to write a word!”
- “Show me the power!” – Children to bend arm and make a fist.
- Teacher to say a word for children to write on whiteboards.
- Teacher and children to sound out word by putting up a finger per sound from their fist!

- Children to write the word on whiteboards.
- Teacher to observe and assess.
- “Show me your boards!”
- As a class discuss misconceptions

Apply:
Read:
“Now it’s time for the secret sentence!”
- Teacher to reveal a previously written sentence on the board.
- Remind children to ‘sound it out!’ using their ‘pointy fingers’.
- Children to ‘whisper read’ sentence.
- Thumbs up or down to indicate if the sentence is true or false.
- Teacher to observe and assess.
- Teacher to ask for volunteer to read the sentence.
- Child must sound out each word.
- Teacher to mark ‘dots and dashes’ under each word.

Write:
“Now it’s time for you to write a sentence!”
- Teacher to say a sentence for children to write – it’s nice to provide a background for example if the
sentence is ‘I chose to buy a rose’; the teacher could say something like “One day I was in a flower shop I
had no idea which flower to buy! Then I saw a beautiful rose. I chose to buy a rose.
- Teacher and children to tap sentence into their heads three times.
- Children to begin writing sentence – Teacher can give the children the first word to start them off.
- Teacher to observe and assess.
- Teacher to continually remind children to read sentence through as they are writing.
- Children who finish quickly extend sentence with a conjunction or descriptive vocabulary.
- Children to show their boards.
- Teacher to address misconceptions, if there is time teacher could write the sentence on the board and
children can mark their own or their friend’s sentence.

“What did we learn today?!”

Guide to terminology and ‘dots and dashes’:
Using ‘dots and dashes’ or ‘sausages and beans’, is a great way for children to visually distinguish
and break up sounds in words. This makes reading and spelling easier (decoding and encoding) and
words to be read or spelt are not as intimidating when segmented. Below is a guide on using ‘dots
and dashes’ correctly.

cat

Here each sound (phoneme) is represented by a single letter. A dot is used to
represent a single letter that makes its ‘pure’ sound.

rain

A dash is used underneath the letters ‘ai’. This is because ‘ai’ is a digraph – a single
sound made up of two letters. You can hear neither /a/ nor /i/ a separate sounds.
They have merged to form a new sound.

night
tent
strut
Mike
skater

The dash in this word shows a trigraph – three letters that make up a single sound.
When two consonants are next to each other they can be called a consonant cluster
or adjacent consonants. However they remain as separate sounds. This is because
their ‘pure’ sounds do not change to form a new sound. Consonant clusters are not
digraphs.
The letters ‘str’ are another example of a consonant cluster but again they are single
sounds. No new sounds are made with these letters.
This is an example of a split digraph. This is when a digraph (in this case ‘ie’) is split up
by a consonant but still makes the same sound it would make when together. The
dash curves underneath the consonant then it is dotted at the end. The /k/ is the last
sound you hear in this word.
Again we see another split digraph (‘ae’) shown with a curve. However the letter ‘e’ is
also making up the sound /er/ which requires a dash as it is written as a digraph.
When sounding out this word using ‘dots and dashes’, the letter ‘t’ is the last letter to
be dotted.

Lern Fonix script
Sound

__

Teach

Revisit
‘What did
we learn
yesterday?’
(__)
Quick
flashcards
of all Phase
3 sounds
with the
vocal
actions
learned.

Introduce new sound (__)
Vocal action
Vocal: _______________
Action:_______________

Practice

Apply

Read
Read
‘Now it’s time for you to read a ‘Now it’s time for the secret
sentence!’
word!’
Write words on board and chn
to read – red star next to
‘challenge’ words.
____, ____, ____, ____, ____,
____
Can you spot the alien word?

Write
‘Now it’s time for you to write
a word!’
Chn to write following words
on their whiteboard:
____, ____, ____

Secret sentence: reveal the
sentence on board: chn to
put thumbs up or down for
true or false.
_______________________
_______________________
______________________

Write
‘Now it’s time for you to
write a sentence!’
Chn to write a dictated
sentence: chn who finish
quickly to add in a
conjunction or adjective to
make sentence longer.
_______________________
‘What did we learn today?’

Sound

ay

Revisit

Teach

‘Hey (clap) Introduce sound.
what did we
learn
Children to write on their boards
yesterday?’ the way we have already learnt to
write this sound (ai)
Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.

Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that
have been
taught.

DU: Show new spelling – what
has changed? What has stayed
the same?
What is easy about the way this
sound is written?
Which way of spelling do you
think is better? Why?
Save vocal action to teach
following reading practice.

Practice

Apply

‘Now it’s time for you to read a
‘Now it’s time for the secret
word!’
sentence!’
Write words on board and chn to Secret sentence: reveal the
read – red star next to
sentence on board: chn to put
challenges.
thumbs up or down for true
or false.
Read clay, spray, pain, hooray*,
train, zay,
Read Can a crayon spray
paint?
DU: Sound detectives! Can you
spot the rule for when we use the You will miss playing out
letters ‘ai’ and when we use
today.
‘ay’?
out– Phase 4 tricky word.
Vocal action –
Vocal: /ay/… at the end of a
word.’
Action: Left hand to move
across to the left to show the
sound comes at the end.

There is a runway in the
airport.

‘Now it’s time for you to
write a sentence!’
Chn to write a dictated
‘Now it’s time for you to write a sentence: chn who finish
word!’
quickly to add in a
Chn to write following words on conjunction to make sentence
their whiteboard:
longer.
Write
Write

way, play, claim

I went on holiday to Spain.

Sound

ou

Revisit
‘Hey (clap)
what did we
learn
yesterday?’
Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.
Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that have
been taught.

Teach
Introduce sound.
Children to write on their boards
the way we have already learnt to
write this sound (/ow/)
DU: Show new spelling – what
has changed? What has stayed the
same? Which way of spelling do
you think is better? Why? What is
easy about the way this sound is
written?

Practice

Apply

‘Now it’s time for you to read a
word!’
Write words on board and chn
to read – red star next to
challenges.

‘Now it’s time for the secret
sentence!’
Secret sentence: reveal the
sentence on board: chn to put
thumbs up or down for true
or false.

Read
couch, cow, shouting*
mouse, prouder*, blout ,

Read
Have you ever found a gold
coin?

DU: Sound detectives! Can you My house is high in the
spot when we use /ou/ and
clouds.
when we use /ow/?
Fascinating fact: /ou/ is never
Tree roots go under the
used at the end of a word
ground.
except for the word ‘thou’!
‘Now it’s time for you to
Vocal action
‘Now it’s time for you to write write a sentence!’
Vocal: ‘A mouse in the house; a
Chn to write a dictated
a word!’
mouse in the house I said a mouse Chn to write following words
sentence: chn who finish
in the house!’
quickly to add in a
on their whiteboard:
Action: BSL sign for mouse
conjunction to make sentence
(index finger bend and twist at
longer.
Write
right side of nose), BSL sign for
Write
house (both hands make a roof
pout, mouth, how,
shape) and repeat.
A bang is a loud sound.
Listen to the names of the letters
‘u’ and ‘w’ that appear in both
‘ow’ and ‘ou’ spellings – what can
you hear in their names? (u and
double u)

Sound

ie

Revisit

Teach

‘Hey (clap) Introduce sound.
what did we
Children to write on their boards
learn
yesterday?’ the way we have already learnt to
write this sound (igh)
Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.

Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that
have been
taught.

DU: Show new spelling – what
has changed? What has stayed the
same?
Which way of spelling do you
think is better? Why?
What is easy about the way this
sound is written?
This sound can also switch itself
round so that the ‘e’ says it’s name
first! (thief, field)
Vocal action

Practice
‘Now it’s time for you to read a
word!’
Write words on board and chn
to read – red star next to
challenges.
Read
tie, lie, fried, dried, denied,
high, might,
DU: Sound detectives! Can
you find the rule for when we
use ‘ie’ and when we use ‘igh?
(‘igh’ is only ever followed by
a ‘t’ or nothing at all!)
‘Now it’s time for you to write
a word!’
Chn to write following words
on their whiteboard:

Vocal: ‘i’. ‘e’. (clap clap clap) ie
or ee. (clap clap clap)
Action: BSL signs for ‘i’ and ‘e’
(right hand index finger to left
middle finger and right hand index Write
finger to left hand index finger).
For ‘/ie/’ or ‘/ee/’ have two hands pie, lied, flight
out to show comparison.

Apply
‘Now it’s time for the secret
sentence!’
Secret sentence: reveal the
sentence on board: chn to put
thumbs up or down for true
or false.
Read
I cried when I went on a diet.
Do you believe you can do
it?
Oh I like fried mouse on
toast.
Oh*– Phase 5 tricky word.
‘Now it’s time for you to
write a sentence!’
Chn to write a dictated
sentence: chn who finish
quickly to add in a
conjunction to make sentence
longer.
Write
I cooked pies and cookies.

Sound

ea

Revisit
Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.
Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that
have been
taught.

Teach

Practice

Apply

Introduce sound.

Read

Read

Children to write on their boards
the way we have already learnt to
write this sound (/ee/)

beak, heap, cream, breathe*,
Easter* preat,

Could you eat a heap of
sweets?
could– Phase 5 tricky word.

DU: Show new spelling – what
has changed? What has stayed the
same?
Which way of spelling do you
think is better? Why?
What is easy about the way this
sound is written?
Vocal action
Vocal: /Ea/. Eat your treat. Yum
yum yum!’
Action: Hand to mouth to show an
eating action. Rub tummy for ‘yum
yum yum’.

DU: There is nothing
particularly interesting about
this sound! Only that just like
/ee/ - it begins with an ‘e’ and
the sound is /ee/!

Do you dream about treats?
Who is the best teacher
ever?

Write

Write

seat, creak, speaking

My best meal is beans on
toast.

Sound

oy

Revisit
Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.
Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that have
been taught.

Teach
Children to write on their
boards the way we have already
learnt to write this sound.
DU: Show new spelling – what
has changed? What has stayed
the same?
Which way of spelling do you
think is better? Why?
Save Vocal Action to teach
following reading practice.

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

boy, annoy*, boil, coin, toy,
gloy*

Do you enjoy annoying me?
The queen is royal.

DU: Sound detectives! Can you
Have you ever been to a toy
spot the rule for when we use
shop?
/oi/ and when we use /oy/?
Does it remind you of another
sound?
Vocal action –
Vocal: /oyyy/… at the end of a
word.’
Action: Left hand to move
across to the left to show the
sound comes at the end.
Write
soy, cowboy, soil

DU: oy in the middle of the
word ‘royal’ and ‘annoying’.
Discuss how ‘annoy’ is the
main word and ing just gets
added on to the end so the
‘oy’ stays the same.
Discuss how there are a few
words like ‘royal’ ‘loyal’ and
‘oyster’ where the ‘oy’ is
found in a different part of
the word. How annoying.
Write
Do not destroy my toys!

Sound

ir

Revisit
Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.
Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that
have been
taught.

Teach

Practice

Apply

Introduce sound.

Read

Read

Children to write on their boards
the other ways we have already
learnt to write this sound (ur,er)

dirt, bird, skirt, thirteen*,
circus*, glirp

I have a brown shirt on.

DU: We have come to the last of
what I call ‘the three little /irs/!’

Write

Show new spelling – what has
changed? What has stayed the
same?
Which way of spelling do you
think is better? Why?
What is easy about the way this
sound is written?
Vocal action- (same as for ‘ur
and er’)Vocal: ‘irrrrrr…IT IS IR!’
Action: Finger on head to
simulate thinking for ‘irrrrr’ then
hands out in realisation!

first, stir, twirl

People eat when they are
thirsty.
people*– Phase 5 tricky
word.
Third is better than first.
Write
It is my birthday soon.

Sound

ue

Revisit

Teach

Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.

Introduce sound and say both
ways of saying sound.

Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that
have been
taught.

Vocal action
Vocal: ‘/uuueee/ (as in cue) or
/uuueee/ (as in glue)’

Practice
Read

Read

glue, value, true, avenue,
tissue*, grued

Would you rescue me?

A child can use either ways of
pronouncing the sound when
reading the alien words.

Action: One hand to flap by nose
as if smelling a bad smell for the
first /ue/. First finger and thumb to Write
make an ‘o’ shape and move
forward in front of mouth forward due, untrue, clue
for second /ue/.
DU: What is one way we can
remember this sound? Because the
letter ‘u’ is first and the sound is
/ue/! It’s another smelly sound like
/ure/…
Does the other way of saying the
sound remind you of another
sound you know? (long /oo/).

Apply

I have blue hair.
It is good to argue.
Write
My dad cooks on the
barbecue.
Remind children to clap each
‘beat’ or syllable to spell the
word ‘barbecue’.

Sound

aw

Revisit
Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.
Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that
have been
taught.

Teach

Practice

Apply

Introduce sound.

Read

Read

Children to write on their boards
the other way we have already
learnt to write this sound (or).

paw, hawk, claw, shawl,
awful*, scrawp

You crawl before you walk.

Vocal action
Vocal: ‘see saw aw aw see saw
aw aw’

Write
law, yawn, prawns

Could you draw a picture of
me?
Can you squawk like a
parrot?

Action: Arms to simulate a
seesaw going up and down.

Write

DU: Refer back to /or/. Which
way of spelling do you think is
better? Why?

Mr Dawn drinks tea with a
straw!
Mr*– Phase 5 tricky word.

What is tricky about the way this
sound is written?
How does it look like we should
say this sound? (ow).
Explain that this sound is trying to
trick you to make you think it is
ow!!

Sound

wh

Revisit
Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.
Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that
have been
taught.

Teach

Practice

Apply

Introduce sound.

Read

Read

Children to write on their boards
the other way we have already
learnt to write this sound (w).

whisk, whirl, whisper*, why*,
whip, whoff,

I saw a rocket whizz to the
moon!

Vocal Action

Write

Vocal: ‘what, why, who when,
what, why, who, when’

which, when, what
what*– Phase 4 tricky word.

Action: BSL signs for words:
What – index finger wagging,
why – right arm across chest and
index finger against left shoulder,
who – index finger pointing up
and making a circular motion,
when - right hand drum fingers on
right cheek.
DU: One day ‘w’ was feeling
lonely so ’h’ came along to keep
him company. But ‘h’ liked the
letter ‘w’ so much he never left!

A bird has whiskers.
Wheat can turn into flour.
Write
The wheels on the bus go
round and round.

Sound

ph

Revisit
Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.
Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that
have been
taught.

Teach

Practice

Apply

Introduce sound.

Read

Read

Children to write on their boards
the other ways we have already
learnt to write this sound (f)

Philip, phonics, phase,
alphabet*, Sophie*, laphail,

A sphere is round.

Vocal: ‘hold the phone!’

Write

Do you have an i-phone?

Action: hands to show stop!

photo, graph, phoad,

DU: any word that has the ‘ph’
sound comes from a long long
time ago in Ancient Greece!
Which way of writing the sound
do you think is better?

Could you eat an elephant?

Write
We are all good at phonics.

Sound

ew

Revisit

Teach

Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.

Introduce sound and say both
ways of saying sound.

Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that
have been
taught.

Children to write on their boards
the other ways we have already
learnt to write this sound (ue)
Vocal action
Vocal: ‘/uuueee/ (as in cue) or
/uuueee/ (as in glue)’
Action: One hand to flap by nose
as if smelling a bad smell for the
first /ue/. First finger and thumb to
make an ‘o’ shape and move
forward in front of mouth forward
for second /ue/.
DU: Refer back to other spelling
(ue) and compare. Which way is
easier? Why? Which way do you
prefer? Discuss how the letter ‘u’
is replaced with a ‘w’. Discuss
how interesting it is that a ‘w’ is
literally a ‘double u!’

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

new, phew, drew, brew,
corkscrew*, strue

I flew to school today!

Write

Is a stew a treat?

few, crew, threw

Jack grew a beanstalk.

Write
You must chew your food!

Sound

oe

Revisit
Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.
Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that
have been
taught.

Teach
Children to write on their boards
the way we have already learnt to
write this sound.
DU: Show new spelling and
compare with ‘oa’ – what has
changed? What has stayed the
same?
Vocal: /oe/ - tickly toes!
Action: Hands out straight in
front and make a tickling action!

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

doe, foe, coat, boat,
volcanoes*, skoe

Batman and Robin are
heroes!

DU: Sound detectives! What do
you notice about where /oe/ is
mostly used in words and
where /oa/ is usually used?

If you tiptoe it is loud.
Do you like tomatoes?
Write

Write
Joe, float, toes

Oh no! The poet lost his
poem!

Sound

au

Revisit
Show all Phase
3 and phase 5
flashcards.
Only do Vocal
Actions for
Phase 3 sounds
and the Phase 5
sounds that
have been
taught.

Teach
Introduce sound and say both
ways of saying sound.
Children to write on their boards
the other ways we have already
learnt to write this sound (or and
aw)
Vocal: ‘I taught you /au/ you
ought to know it!’
Action: point rudely at each
other!
DU: Refer back to the other ways
of spelling /au/.
Listen to the names of the letters
‘a’ and ‘w’ that appear in both
/aw/ and /au/ spellings – what can
you hear in their names? (u and
double u) – like /ou/ and /ow/.
What has stayed the same?
Which way of spelling do you
think is better? Why?

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

launch, auto, automatic*,
cauldron*, graup, plaup

It is my birthday in August.

Write

A haunted house is spooky!

paunch, fraud, caught,

I live in a flying saucer.

Write
A witch has a cauldron.

Sound

ey

Revisit

Teach
Children to write on their boards
the way we have already learnt to
write this sound.
DU: Show new spelling – what
has changed? What has stayed the
same?
Which way of spelling do you
think is better? Why?
Save Vocal Action to teach
following reading practice

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

key, sheep, honey, hackney,
donkey,

Do you like chutney?
I come to school on a trolley.

DU: Sound detectives! Can you
spot where we use ‘ey’ and
Teachers have lots of money.
where we use ‘ee’?
Write
hockey, valley, chimney
Vocal action –
Vocal: ‘/eyyy/… at the end of a
word.’
Action: Move hand from one
side to another to represent the
end of a word.

Write
Mrs honey cooked a roast
turkey.
Mrs*– Phase 5 tricky word.

Sound

i-e
*resources
needed for
this lesson:
one large
‘i’ and one
large ‘e’
for
children to
hold.

Revisit

Teach
Introduce new sound (i-e) as a
story! (see appendix). Repeat
this introduction for all split
digraphs but use different
settings.
Ask for two volunteers – one to
be the letter ‘i’ and another to be
the letter ‘e’.
Both children to come to the
front and hold their letter in front
of them.
Teach vocal action following
story.
Vocal action
Vocal: ‘ie’
Action: hands coming together
to indicate the two letters
holding hands.

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

wide, bride, crime, silent*,
spider*, pline

Do you bite your toenails?
The sun shines bright at
night.

DU: ‘spider’. The ‘e’ is
recycled! It is first used to make
the split digraph and then gets
It is quite nice to go down a
recycled to make the ‘er’ sound. slide.
It’s a hard life for the letter ‘e’.
Write
Side, stripe, prize

Write
I looked at my kite rise up
high.
looked*– Phase 5 tricky
word.

Sound

o-e
*resources
needed for
this lesson:
one large
‘o’ and
one large
‘e’ for
children to
hold.

Revisit

Teach
Introduce new sound (o-e) as a
story! (see appendix). Repeat
this introduction for all split
digraphs but use different
settings.

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

note, robe, dome, globe,
envelope*, strofey,

Have you ever called my
phone?
called*– Phase 5 tricky
word.

DU: ‘strofey. The ‘e’ is
Ask for two volunteers – one to recycled again! It is first used to
be the letter ‘o’ and another to be make the split digraph and then Can you stroke a tiger?
the letter ‘e’.
gets recycled to make the ‘er’
Both children to come to the
sound.
Have you ever broken a
front and hold their letter in front
bone?
of them.
Write
Teach vocal action following
Write
story.
code, slope, alone
I chose to get a rose.
Vocal action
Vocal: ‘oe’
Action: hands coming together
to indicate the two letters
holding hands.

Sound

a-e
*resources
needed for
this lesson:
one large
‘a’ and
one large
‘e’ for
children to
hold.

Revisit

Teach
Introduce new sound (a-e) as a
story! (see appendix). Repeat
this introduction for all split
digraphs but use different
settings.
Ask for two volunteers – one to
be the letter ‘a’ and another to be
the letter ‘e’.
Both children to come to the
front and hold their letter in front
of them.
Teach vocal action following
story.
Vocal action
Vocal: ‘ae’
Action: hands coming together
to indicate the two letters
holding hands.

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

plane, flame, safe, sellotape*,
newspaper*, grame

Spiderman has a cape.

Write
gate, flake, brave

It is good to waste food.
Chase is a fun game!
Write
She asked me to make
pancakes!
asked– Phase 5 tricky word.

Sound

e-e
*resources
needed for
this lesson:
one large
‘e’ and
one large
‘e’ for
children to
hold.

Revisit

Teach
Introduce new sound (e-e) as a
story! (see appendix). Repeat
this introduction for all split
digraphs but use different
settings.

Practice
Read

Read

here, Steve, gene, extreme*,
delete*, plede

I can speak Japanese.

Ask for two volunteers – one to
be the letter ‘e’ and another to be Write
the letter ‘e’.
Both children to come to the
eve, these, extreme
front and hold their letter in front
of them.
Teach vocal action following
story.
Vocal action
Vocal: ‘ee’
Action: hands coming together
to indicate the two letters
holding hands.

Apply

Do you complete your
homework?
Have you been to a theme
park?
Write
Here is their Chinese food.
their*– Phase 5 tricky word.

Sound

u-e
*resources
needed for
this lesson:
one large
‘u’ and
one large
‘e’ for
children to
hold.

Revisit

Teach
Introduce new sound (u-e) as a
story! (see appendix). Repeat
this introduction for all split
digraphs but use different
settings.

Practice
Read

Read

cube, prune, fumes, useful*,
volume*, grude

Puppies are very cute.

Ask for two volunteers – one to
be the letter ‘u’ and another to be Write
the letter ‘e’.
Both children to come to the
Luke, dune, excuse
front and hold their letter in front
of them.
Teach vocal action following
story.
Vocal action
Vocal: ‘ue’
Action: hands coming together
to indicate the two letters
holding hands.

Apply

Toothpaste comes in a tube.
I am a cool dude.
Write
It is rude to point your
finger!

Sound

ay,
ou,
ie

Revisit

Teach
What do you know about these
sounds?

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

tray, ground, Saturday*,
around*, chief, vie

Do you like to play outside?

Write

We don’t shout out!

hooray, proud, spied

Is a mouse quiet?

Write
There is a thief about!

Sound

ea,
oy,
ir

Revisit

Teach
What do you know about these
sounds?

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

scream, royal, enjoy,
breathe*, thirsty*, skrirp

Is your shirt clean?

Write
dream, destroy, third

Girls and boys play with
toys.
Going to the circus is a fun
treat!
Write
I will eat cake on my
birthday!

Sound

ue,
aw,
wh

Revisit

Teach
What do you know about these
sounds?

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

claws, which, when, avenue*,
awesome*, prued

I feel awful when I argue.

Write

Can you draw a statue?

clue, hawk, whisk

Is it true the sea is blue?

Write
I glued my jigsaw puzzle!

Sound

ph,
ew,
oe,
au

Revisit

Teach
What do you know about these
sounds?

Practice

Apply

Read

Read

haunt, grew, foes, volcanoes*,
Andrew*, phlig

An astronaut flew to the
moon!

Write

Tomatoes make a good
sauce.

launch, blew, dominoes

An elephant has big toes.
Write
I will get a new phone in
August.

Appendix
Below is the story that can be used for teaching all split digraphs (a-e, e-e, i-e, o-e, u-e)
The setting of the story can be changed each time for example to an icy kingdom, desert island, dark forest or a tropical jungle. The
letters must also be changed to the letters of the split digraph being taught.
The following story is for teaching i-e split digraph but as mentioned can be changed to teach all of the other split digraphs.
You will need three children to take part in the story telling; two holding one of the two letters in the split digraph you are teaching
and the last to represent any other letter in the alphabet.
Story: Once upon a time in a magical forest there lived two letters; one was Miss ‘i’ and the other was Mr ‘e’.
At this point two children to come to the front to be these two letters. They could hold a whiteboard showing the letter they each
represent.
They were the best of friends and they were always together making their sound /ie/ (previous learning). Until one stormy night one
of the mean, evil letters in the alphabet decided to split them up so they couldn’t be friends anymore and make their sound!
At this point another volunteer comes up to be any letter from the alphabet and stand in between ‘i’ and ‘e’.
But his evil plan didn’t work because ‘i’ and ‘e’s friendship was so strong that they could still make their sound by holding hands under
the mean, evil letter!
The two children holding the letters hold each other’s hand in front of the mean letter trying to split them up.
Because they could still hold hands underneath the mean letter they could still say their sound after all and lived happily ever after!

